**SMSA 2018-19 General Meeting**

October 8th, 2018

---

**Speaker**

No guest speaker today

---

**Exec**

Updates from Exec:

- SOM exam efforts, STEP1 efforts, QPR improvements, SUMMA-SMSA collaboration (hear from Claire), re-negotiating annual budget
- Photos, Reps to talk to Aviva about events that could use coffee
- MHTF- Town Hall Dates, “We’ve Been There Panel”, November, Open Calls Soon! Be familiar with the resources map (will soon be online)

---

**CCAP**

Discussion regarding flipped classrooms

- Attendance is low because of conflicting classes
- Mini Q set up for traditional lectures, flipped is a surprise
- Interactives sessions have been very successful so far
- Anatomy: could we do 30 seconds of silence for every class? We don’t want to lose sight of the humanity of the donors.
- The Q1 courses are all very unique
  - Common thread: How is this going to be applicable? (how can we connect preclinical to the clinical better despite the ~2yr wait) *MS2s note that things will become apparent as time goes on
- **TIME NEUTRALITY OR POSITIVITY**: courses which add required video material should simultaneously be reducing class time to keep the curriculum manageable
- Physician Burnout CCAP subcommittee
- Resources for MS1’s who are wondering “how do I get started?”
  - Individual class TA’s
  - Big Sib Little Sib families
  - Clinical students who have already completed Boards

---

**Wellness**

Recent Events & Future events

- Very successful paint night! → Live stream of student painter
- Monthly email or wellness post with upcoming events and reminders of ongoing activities (i.e. yoga)
- Open to feedback
- Weekly activity to touch base (wellness equivalent to HH)
Upcoming events

Social

- Halloween event October 26th
- Dean’s Tailgate
- UCSF Mixer (all classes welcome)
- Mixers with Biosciences and BSchool
- More combined events with wellness and class reps (work towards very inclusive events)

Apparel

MSPA

- How to get cheaper clothing? Could we figure out how to do this for PA and MD.

PAs don’t have guaranteed housing (ongoing discussion)

Housing

SMS 1

- First Year reps interested in communicating with PA’s to provide help with the current housing issues
- MSPA 2’s discuss roadblocks and previous efforts

Events

- Remind event planners that there should always be vegetarian protein options

Moonlighting

SMS 2

- Sold 381 tickets sold!
- Still selling despite price increase
- Goal 400
- Meeting with 1st year reps to discuss further logistics
- Need ~10 volunteers - email SMS2 reps directly
- Donations needed: glass jars/vessels for candy bar

SMS 3+

No updates

SUMMA

No updates